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The New Developmental Test and Evaluation and the Weapon
Systems Acquisition Reform Act of 2009

Chris DiPetto
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense, Acting Director, Developmental Test and Evaluation, Washington, DC

O
ver the last 15 years, multiple studies
on Test and Evaluation (T&E) in
the acquisition life cycle have con-
sistently found that the
Department of Defense

(DoD) needs earlier involvement and
more effective use of T&E, especially
Developmental T&E (DT&E) in acqui-
sition programs. In recognition of this,
and in an effort to increase systems
engineering capabilities, improve cost
estimating, and better assess technological
maturity, in 2009, Congress enacted the
Weapon Systems Acquisition Reform Act
(WSARA), now Public Law 111-23. Its
stated purpose was to ‘‘improve the
organization and procedures for the
acquisition of major weapon systems…’’
(S.454, 2009). Senator Carl Levin stated while
introducing the WSARA bill, ‘‘The key to successful
acquisition programs is getting things right from the
start with sound systems engineering, cost-estimating
and developmental testing early in the program cycle’’
(Weapon 2009).

The WSARA directed several actions, including
establishing the position of Director, DT&E to ‘‘be the
principal advisor to the Secretary of Defense and the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technol-
ogy and Logistics on developmental test and evaluation
in the Department of Defense’’ (S.454, 2009). The
DoD established the Office of the Director, DT&E
under the Director, Defense Research and Engineering
within the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics. Establish-
ing this Director, DT&E position raises the visibility
of DT&E in the acquisition process and creates an
opportunity to strengthen the use of T&E to provide
the right information, at the right time, for better
decisions.

Background
The recent law addresses perceived problems in the

DoD acquisition process, including a lack of early
focus, birthing broken programs, and ineffective

technology integration. The law also addresses findings
from the recent Defense Science Board Task Force on
DT&E, which found that a number of major changes

in the last 15 years have had a negative
impact on the acquisition process, in-
cluding diminished government over-
sight, a reduced acquisition T&E work-
force, and loss of key technical personnel
(Defense 2008).

WSARA implications for DT&E
in DoD

In addition to establishing a Director,
DT&E, WSARA prescribed specific
duties to include:

1. developing policy and guidance for
DT&E conduct, including soft-
ware development;

2. developing policy and guidance for integrating
developmental and operational testing (collabo-
rative with the Director, Operational Test and
Evaluation [DOT&E]);

3. approval of the T&E Master Plan for each Major
Defense Acquisition Program (MDAP);

4. oversight of DT&E planning, execution, and
results for each MDAP;

5. oversight and guidance for the DT&E acquisi-
tion workforce;

6. review of Service DT&E organizations and
capabilities; and

7. submitting an annual report on major program
DT&E (joint report with the Director, Systems
Engineering).

The most significant change for DT&E within the
Office of the Secretary of Defense, besides creating the
Director, DT&E position, is the oversight responsi-
bilities and activities. The DDT&E office has already
started to conduct oversight on major programs, and as
we grow over the next few years, we will engage more
with all of the major and other special interest
programs. In carrying out the DDT&E duties, our
office will broaden its scope to examine the effective
and efficient use of T&E across the complete
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acquisition life cycle. The following tenets will guide
our efforts:

N We will promote collaborative T&E policies and
guidance to improve T&E and acquisition
strategies and execution.

N We will emphasize development of effective
performance criteria and communicate with
program offices regarding the quality of testing.

N We will provide oversight of DT&E throughout
the acquisition life cycle.

N We will serve as an advocate for T&E and for the
training and sustainment of a professional
acquisition T&E community.

What this essentially means for the DoD is a
stronger voice and role for DT&E in the acquisition
process. Enhancing DT&E will improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of T&E programs, and help provide
better and timelier knowledge of system capabilities
and limitations to assist in reducing the cost,
acquisition time, and risks associated with MDAPs.
By collaborating more with the DOT&E and the Test
Resource Management Center, we will be able to
provide a seamless T&E effort with appropriate test
resources, to acquisition programs and S&T initiatives.

Conclusion/summary
The WSARA enhanced the visibility of DT&E in

DoD and provides our community a larger role to play in
the acquisition of weapon system capabilities. Involve-
ment of DT&E in the planning, execution, and reporting
of acquisition T&E programs is valued and now
prescribed in public law. At each acquisition decision
point for MDAPs, the office of DT&E will be providing
impartial risk assessments of the program’s T&E effort,
based on assessments of T&E planning, execution, and
demonstrated system capabilities. The Office of the
Director, DT&E office will mentor programs, ensure
DT&E is considered early and appropriately throughout
the acquisition life cycle, and serve as the DT&E
advocate within the DoD. DT&E has strong support
at the DoD enterprise level, and now must step up to the

challenge and show the value of DT&E involvement by
providing the right information, at the right time, for
better decisions throughout the system life cycle. C
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